ATMS - ACTION TRACKING MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

‘More than Mere Task Management’

More than mere task management: ATMS is a robust, web-based process management tool

Used by blue chip companies and their subcontractors worldwide, ATMS empowers managers and stakeholders to execute actions and progress work through to completion

By gathering project teams into collaborative groups, you can capture project-critical data in one central space, and harness the productivity and potential of your workforce

What ATMS Can Do for You:

- Connect stakeholders and key personnel into a single collaborative space
- Enable your teams to resolve tasks, and move through work quickly and efficiently
- Liberate workflow from email chains and outmoded systems
- Create, assign and review time-sensitive actions in a single space
- Eliminate delays, bottlenecks and lost productivity by increasing oversight and coordination
- Track and measure output: know instantly where a project stands, and what needs to be done
- Access project-critical information in real time
- Create bespoke reports, and access historical data to improve process efficiency
- Customise access and involve key personnel as needed
- Translate content into multiple languages
- Extract maximum value from your organisation’s workflow
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“ATMS has greatly improved the visibility and management of actions within our organization”

Ian Fegen, Head of Safety Engineering, Aker Kvaerner Offshore Partner

“ATMS is the standard action management system for AMEC safety engineers in Aberdeen – we aim to use it on all our projects”

Paul Davison, Safety Engineer, AMEC

SMART FEATURES

• Access ATMS online, anywhere in the world
• Configure and optimise the system to suit your needs
• Use built-in reporting and customised report designs
• Import off-site data from EXCEL
• Initiate email alerts to keep key personnel on track
• Utilise robust subcontractor management tools

A usable, web-based system, ATMS provides oversight and coordination, and captures all your vital process information in one place

Contact us today for a free demonstration, and find out what ATMS can do for you

System Security

ATMS is protected by SSL encryption, and uses a secure hosting provider to deliver ATMS to clients worldwide

Quick Setup

You can be up and running on day one, with users and projects ready to start capturing data. Setup and training are included. Support and data management are also included for hosted systems

Reporting Intelligence

Comprehensive built-in reports and a powerful custom report designer are included. An Excel exporting facility is also available

Usability

Create and modify new fields. Use ATMS for capturing HAZOP actions, incident reports, or lessons learned – or for virtually any other application
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